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super simple secret bookshelf door book unlock mechanism - a super secret hidden door bookshelf cannot be opened
by a simple lock and cannot have a simple handle pisha i say to that for a bookshelf door one needs a book to unlock it nb
for a design that involves the same embedded magnetic handle but pushing the book sliding the book into the bookshelf to
unlock see my initial sketches, what book would you use as the latch for a hidden door - for a while my husband worked
in an awesome coworking space that had a secret door behind a bookshelf the book s spine that you pressed to open the
door was jean m auel s the plains of passage the owner of the space was like i picked that book because it s big enough to
push and open the door and that s a book nobody would ever want to, faux books how to make a faux book secret door
- learn how to make your very own faux book secret door by using our range of faux book panels perfect for libraries offices
and studies the most striking quality of our faux panels is that, 20 secret doors and clever hiding places make - secret
door bookcase with book latch by bob clagett via i like to make stuff if you don t have as much room you can try out this
bookcase door with book lever bob clagett from i like to make stuff shows how he built an in wall bookshelf that doubles as a
hidden door, secret bookcase door secure hidden order today - secret bookcase door security options the only company
experienced in secure bookcase doors our doors include a pre installed fail secure strike lock door comes standard with a
hidden magnetic field sensor to trigger unlocking our engineering team can also install several wireless 40 foot range
security upgrades, how to make a secret door bookcase - make a secret door bookcase with a book latch for more info
and a list of everything you ll need visit http www iliketomakestuff com secret door bookcase, behind those books a secret
door jacket copy los - one australian with diy skills built the shelves above which in the spirit of hidden doors open when
you pull on a sherlock holmes book while his shelves conceal nothing more than a broom closet with his talents i bet he
could construct a secret passageway maybe to a conservatory, how to make a secret door bookcase i like to make stuff
- cut pieces of wood and wrap them in a book cover set the cabinet in place and mark the center of the hinge cut hinges as
before screw hinges to the door frame make a bracket the same depth as the cabinet to hold the latch add pocket holes for
attaching it to the door frame screw the bracket to the door frame from both sides, we ve all seen it in the movies you pull
the book from - we ve all seen it in the movies you pull the book from the shelf and the mysterious door opens into a secret
room to the side well this isn t a mansion in a murder mystery just someone s house but when they were renovating they
wanted maximum book storage but to get it they had to obstruct a door, door hidden by bookcase is a marvel of diy
engineering - door hidden by bookcase is a marvel of diy engineering by welding the brackets on in place of the wheels he
has a sturdy way to mount both the frame and the bookcase when closed the unit latches using a strike plate and lock set
from a door this is connected to a book using some cabling and pulleys, how to build a secret bookcase door stashvault
- how to build a secret bookcase door he shows a close up pic of the hinges pivots and the caster wheels he uses below the
shelf that are hidden by wooden panels at the bottom of the bookcase since this is an outswing shelf and uses wheels it
might develop tracks from the wheels after time, secret door bookcase 18 steps with pictures - all decent secret door
bookcases need an equally secret lock so i built one out of a hardback book a bolt and a round steel plate from a an old
junction box the bolt was mounted in a hole in the side of one of the cases another hole this one big enough to
accommodate the head of the bolt was drilled through the other box, how to make a bookcase that s also a secret door access to a crawlspace or attic is made more fun by building this covert door the bookcase is basically a gate that swings
out from the wall from hidden hinges and is supported by casters tucked behind a baseboard a gate latch is positioned
behind the wall that keeps the door closed until a certain book is pulled to release it, hidden pivot bookcase installation
thisiscarpentry - next time i m going to do that make a wooden book with a book cover on it and hook it to a gate latch of
some kind on the inside of the door and maybe cut an emergency hold somewhere just in case the wire breaks, secret
bookcase door ikea hackers - the book is hollowed out and attached to a wooden block on a hinge wooden block is inside
the hollowed out book a nylon rope runs from the wooden block through the shelf through two metal loops which change the
direction of the rope then attached to the handle to open the door push on the book and the door unlatches
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